
Dedicated to Granny, Mommy and Tantie Gloria.  
Three wonderful women who enjoyed worshiping God.

I thank God for His Love and Grace.  I also thank God for the inspiration to 
record these songs and for sending the right people to this bring this to 
fruition.

A special thanks to my wife Donyale and my son Omari for your patience 
and grace in allowing me to pursue this passion. Thank you to my mother 
Donna and my father Bankie for teaching me how to dream uncomfortable 
dreams.

Thanks to my brother Omari and my sister Tahirah for encouraging me in 
this project and for inspiring me through your passionate pursuit of their 
dreams. To all my other brothers and sisters – Love and Blessings!

Thanks to all my Aunts, Uncles and Cousins for being The Best! Thanks to 
the Vaughn, Domoneck and Pollard families in Beaumont for being Family.

A special thanks to Pastor Elvis Coombs and the Way of Life family for 
speaking this project into existence.  Thank you for being a vessel for God 
to be glorified through this work.

I am grateful to Corey Stoot for speaking life to this project before Day 
One. I’m also grateful to Joe Mishler, my guitar coach, and the Talent 
House for helping me to stretch and grow as a musician and artist.

Thanks to Steven Stanley for his mentorship and encouragement 
during the recording process.

Thanks to Benjy Myaz, producer on “I’m Blessed” for helping to elevate this 
project.  Thanks to Nicholas “Flatline” Johnson for being The Truth!  Flatline
is the producer on the songs “More Than Enough” and “God of All” which 
will appear on the full “One Worship” album.

Thanks to my musical family: Uzo, Daniel Lopez, Isaac Castaneda, Daniel 
Ramos, Caretta Bell, Parrish Early, The New Cool, Nicky Burt Bolt, Savar
Martin, Jesse Jimenez, Roger Chambers, Boma Cheetham-West, Inne
Cheetham-West, Michael York, Dana Jackson, Beatrice Sims and Minister 
Sophia Bell, who have all contributed to my musical growth.

Specials thanks to Elder Michael Williams and Brother Andres Adams.

Thanks to my friend Shaun Black, and to my DIR family, especially Kris and 
Pam for kind words of encouragement.

Thanks to Pastor Ralph Douglas West, Apostle Fred Amoruyi, Apostle 
Pierre Bryant, Pastor Von Won, Rev. Randy Vaughn, Elder Charles Fisher, 
and Pastor John Adolph for each sharing some pastoral word of 
encouragement that made this project possible.

To DJ Supa Niel, Keena C, Mello Sello and Dave Douglas I say a heartfelt 
thank you for your enthusiastic radio support and endorsement of my 
music.

Olaide



I’m Blessed
Inspiration
I wanted to have at least one true reggae song on my recording.  
Story of My Life has a “reggae-ish” feel, but I knew if I wanted the 
authentic sound we would have to do it from the ground up.  I 
originally wrote and recorded “I’m Blessed” as an upbeat praise 
song with a pop feel in March 2018.  I sent the demo to Benjy Myaz
in Jamaica in May and he was able to extract the authentic reggae 
vibe that you hear. (Key scripture: Genesis 32:22-31)

Musicians
Producer: Benjy Myaz for Mywerks Music
Keyboards/Bass: Benjy Myaz
Drums and all additional instruments: Benjy Myaz
Additional Arrangements: Benjy Myaz
Guitars: Cortland “Gizzmo” White
Background Vocals: Cadia Gritton, Monique “Harmonique” Smith
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals and Arrangements

Engineering: Olaide’s vocals were recorded by John Shelton at 
Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, Texas.

Gizzmo recorded and was the engineer for his guitar tracks at GMJ 
Recording Studio in Kingston, Jamaica. All other tracks were 
recorded at Jabukem Recording Studio in Kingston, Jamaica where 
Alex Martin Blanken was the engineer. 

Steven Stanley mixed I’m Blessed.

Story of My Life
Inspiration
I wrote Story of My Life in November 2017 about 2 months after 
Hurricane Harvey hit Houston and Hurricanes Irma and Maria hit the 
Caribbean.  I wanted to write a song to express the emotions of 
loss, helplessness, hopefulness, courage and inspiration I felt.  I 
wanted to convey to my eight year old son that the things that really 
matter aren’t what we can buy.  I wanted to allow myself to feel the 
same emotions that my parents and my relatives felt losing so much 
in the storms. (Key scripture: Proverbs 16:9)

Musicians
In Houston: Corey Stoot played lead guitars, Daniel Ramos played 
the main rhythm guitar, Isaac Castaneda played percussion, Uzo
Ezeagwula featured on vocals during the bridge and final chorus. 
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, and Arrangements
In Jamaica: Nicky Burt Bolt was responsible for the beautiful 
background vocals.  Her skill and anointing are amazing. Mikie
Fletcher played the bass and Kirk Bennett played the drums.  
Steven Stanley played the synthesizer on the track.

Engineering: John Shelton at Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, 
Texas was the Engineer in Houston. His professionalism throughout 
was amazing.

Steven Stanley was the engineer in charge of the recording in 
Jamaica and he was instrumental in helping to achieve the sound 
that I wanted.  Stevie also mixed the track to perfection!

God Has A Plan
Inspiration
Of all the songs on this EP, God Has A Plan is the first one I wrote.  I 
wrote this song in 2012, just the verse and the chorus.  I began 
playing this in Church at Way of Life Bible Fellowship in 2013, and 
added the bridge at that time.  I wrote the song to remind myself of 
the promises that God had for me.  I wrote the second bridge/tag 
for the song in February 2018 when we were headed to the studio 
to record it. (Key scripture: Jeremiah 29:11)

Musicians
In Houston: Parrish Early played the keyboards, Savar Martin was 
the drummer, Corey Stoot played lead guitar, and Isaac Castaneda 
played the bass.  Caretta Bell, Brandon Johnson and Chantal 
Alexander contributed background vocals. 
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, and Arrangements

We were blessed to have Gospel recording artist and guitar 
virtuoso, Jabari Johnson make a special appearance to add the 
feature lead guitar underlying the God Has A Plan.

In Jamaica: Nicky Burt Bolt provided feature background vocals.

Engineering: John Shelton at Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, 
Texas was the Engineer in Houston.

Steven Stanley was the engineer in charge of the recording in 
Jamaica, and mixed the track to achieve the majestic sound that we 
were shooting for.



The Only Thing
Inspiration
The Only Thing was the beginning of my journey as a recording 
artist.  I connected with Baroe Nelms of The New Cool, a talented 
Christian rapper based in Houston, and we talked about 
collaborating on a reggae song.  We met at Guitar Center and I 
came in with the melody and the words for the simple chorus.  He 
liked the song and we went to Southwest Studios, where I recorded 
the music in June 2016.  New Cool ultimately recorded their vocals 
on a slightly different version for themselves, and I moved forward 
with this version. I “discovered” Kaiheem on Facebook in 2018.  He 
and I had the same music teacher and sang in the same high school 
choir – 20 years apart. (Key scriptures: 1 John 4:1, Zechariah 1:3)
Musicians
Lead Guitars: Corey Stoot
Drums: Savar Martin
Bass: Roger Chambers
Keyboards: Parrish Early
Synthesizer: Steven Stanley
Featured Vocals: Kaiheem Richardson (Anguilla)
Background Vocals: Nicky Burt Bolt (Jamaica)
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, and Arrangements
Engineering:  Olaide’s lead vocals recorded by John Shelton at 
Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, Texas.  Kaiheem’s vocals were 
recorded by Darius James at Anguilla Music Academy.  Nicky’s 
vocals were recorded by Steven Stanley.
Steven Stanley mixed The Only Thing.

Blessed Assurance
Inspiration
The lyrics for Blessed Assurance were written by Fannie Crosby and 
the original musical arrangement was done written by Phoebe 
Knapp.  I couldn’t do justice to Fannie Crosby if I had 400 pages.  
Ms. Crosby lived during the 1800s and is responsible for writing 
more than 1,000 hymns. 

This song is now in the public domain, meaning anyone can 
perform or record it without special permission.  

I took artistic liberty with this arrangement that I have performed for 
the past five years.  We recorded this live, with one take and no 
prior rehearsals, at Edgewater Studios during a video shoot in May 
2018.  It was extra special to have my sister Tahirah drum on this 
recording. (Key scripture: Deuteronomy 10:21)

Musicians
Keyboards: Daniel Lopez
Lead Guitar: Daiel Ramos
Bass: Isaac Castaneda
Drums: Tahirah Banks
Background Vocals: Uzo Ezeagwula and Caretta Bell
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, and Arrangements

Engineering: John Shelton at Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, 
Texas recorded and mixed the track.

Story of My Life (Acoustic)
Inspiration
This stripped-down, acoustic version of Story of My Life was how I 
originally conceived the song.  I planned to do a reggae version at 
some later date, but this was the original plan. 

Story of  My Life was never planned as a lead single, but once the 
acoustic version was recorded everyone who worked on it was so 
excited that we couldn’t deny it.  Steven Stanley and I discussed 
adding drums and bass and the rest was history.  When Stevie was 
mixing the song, other artists would come into the studio and just 
talk about how the song touched them. Still, this version is special 
to me. (Key scripture: Galatians 6:9)

Musicians
In Houston: Corey Stoot played lead guitars, Daniel Ramos played 
the main rhythm guitars, Isaac Castaneda played percussion, Uzo
Ezeagwula featured on vocals during the bridge and final chorus. 
In Jamaica: Nicky Burt Bolt added the background vocals.
Olaide Banks: Lead Vocals, Acoustic Guitar, and Arrangements

Engineering: John Shelton at Edgewater Studios in Sugarland, 
Texas was the Engineer in Houston.

Steven Stanley was the engineer in charge of the recording in 
Jamaica and mixed the track.


